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             Save the Brains: Zombie Theme Alphabet Recognition Game.  

Brain Tokens:  Are used to make the game go a little faster.  Especially when 

using both the lowercase and uppercase decks at the same time. When a player 

runs out of brain tokens the game is over and each player can begin to count the 

number of people cards in their house.  

Boy cards are lowercase.  Lower case Zombies I chose to use letters that kids 

often get mixed up the most for example lowercase b, d, are tricky and often are 

mistaken for each other.  

Girl cards are uppercase.  For uppercase Zombie cards I chose to use the back 

portion of the alphabet kids tend to receive more exposure to uppercase A B C D 

therefore I wanted to give extra attention to the letters further back in the alphabet.  

Game setup. 

  -Each player gets a house game board to place the people cards they collect.  

  -Pass out an even number of brains to each player. 

  -Shuffle the cards and lay them face down.  

Objective of the game is to get as many people to safety as possible. At end of 

game work on simple counting skills by counting up all your people cards on game 

board.  Whomever has the most wins.  

Game Play 

Youngest player goes first.  

Draw a card from the game deck. 

  Person card:  Read the letter on the card out loud.  For extra game play ask the 

child to name the letter sound as well.   When finished the player places that card 

in their house.  If the child gets the letter wrong  depending on their age and where 

they are in their alphabet learning journey you can allow them to place it in their 

house anyways, or tell them to place the card back in the game deck to try again 

later.  

  Zombie Card:  If the child gets the letter wrong they lose a brain token.  If they 

say the letter correctly they can steal another players brain to feed to the zombie.  If 

you get a zombie card you can challenge your child to a race down the hallway in a 

circle etc.  If you win the race you get one of their brain tokens. If you lose the 

zombie eats your brain token.   

 


